
Our client is a dynamic and innovative software company for CAD/CAM software in the field of medical
technology. For the location in Darmstadt our client is looking for a qualified:

Senior Business Analyst (m/f/d) - 40% remote possible

Job-ID: CF-00004245
Ort: Darmstadt

Your main tasks:

Partnering with Product Owners to ensure continuous refinement of backlog, which may include stories
from multiple projects
Deliver precise functional specifications to include functional hierarchy, workflow, business rules,
interface design and definitions, outstanding issues, data analysis, and data mapping
Responsibility for direct interaction with stakeholders including, but not limited to, eliciting
comprehensive business requirements and use cases and recommending appropriate solutions
Gather requirements and help build and document specifications for development
Conduct gap analysis between application and stated customer requirements and collaborate with
Architects and Developers to estimate project impact
Work with Development, QA, and Production Support teams to communicate, verify, and test the
desired functionality changes
Work with the stakeholders to demonstrate the changes to the system to ensure all relevant business
needs are addressed
Develop training materials and provide training in one-on-one or classroom environment
Manage multiple competing priorities through effective organization and communication
Recommend and institute BA best practice and methodology and tools
Work within or across multiple project teams to ensure that blockers are resolved, and communication
gaps are plugged quickly and efficiently
Ensure quality and completeness of the finished product by participating in user acceptance testing,
ensuring that acceptance criteria are met
Working cross-functionally with the Clinical, Regulatory, R&D, Product Marketing, Customer Care,
Sales teams to help drive innovation

Your technical qualifications:

Bachelor's degree or equivalent combination of education/experience in Computer Science, Information
Systems or related field
Minimum of 7+ years information technology experience in a growth environment
Exceptional prioritization, proficient problem analysis, process, and project management skills
Experience with Jira and/or other application lifecycle management tool
Experience working in an Agile software development environment
Excellent written and verbal communication skills in English

Your personal qualifications:



Exceptional problem-solving and decision-making skills
Strong collaborator able to contribute to a variety of tasks
Superior interpersonal, oral, and written communication skills

Our client offers:
Exciting and varied activities in a dynamic and growth-oriented software company. You can expect flat
structures and efficient decision-making processes. You can look forward to a positive working atmosphere
that promotes both individual freedom and responsibility. Furthermore, you can expect a strong team spirit
and a very good working atmosphere as well as modern offices and workplaces. Flexible working hours and
home office options are a matter of course.

 

Ihr Ansprechpartner:
Cagla Özcan
auteega GmbH
Kaiserring 14-16
68161 Mannheim

Telefon: +49 621 122 664 12
E-Mail: cagla.oezcan@auteega.com
Jetzt bewerben

https://www.auteega.com/stellenangebote/details/?jobid=914fbc16-b427-11ec-9ebb-0242ac160003&apply=true

